
 

 

 
 

IN-PERSON MEETING MINUTES 

NTAA STANDING MONTHLY MEETING 

February 11-13, 2020 

  

NTAA Executive Committee: Primary and Alternate Representatives in Attendance 

           
Region 

1 Bill Thompson X   

Region 

6 

Craig 

Kreman x   

Region 

9 

Wilfred J. 

Nabahe X 

  Marvin Cling x     

Cherylin 

Atcitty       John C. Parada X 

Region 

2 

Angela 

Benedict               

  Steve Smith X   

Region 

7 Billie Toledo    

Region 

10 Carol Kriebs X 

Region 

4 Scott Hansen      

Allison 

Gienapp X     Lucas Bair x 

  Tiffany Lozada              

      

Region 

8 

Randy 

Ashley X   Alaska Ann Wyatt X 

Region 

5 Brandy Toft X     

Linda Weeks 

Reddoor       

  Joy Wiecks x                 

 

EPA Representatives and 

others  

NTAA Staff / Fiduciary 

Representatives  

Ex-Officio Members / 

Others 

Pat Childers 
OAR X  

Andy Bessler 
X 

 

Ann Marie 

Chischilly, ITEP  
Laura 

McKelvey OAQPS X  
Dara Marks Marino 

x 

 

Vallen Cook 

TAMS SC X 

Holly Wilson 
OAQPS X  

Mehrdad Khatibi 
x 

 

Farshid Farsi, 

TAMS Center x 

James Payne 
OAQPS X  

 
 

 

Chris Lee, 

TAMS Center x 

Ernie Grooms 

IAQ 

interim 

lead x  

 

 

   

X= Present in person, x = Present via conference call 



 

 

ACTION ITEMS RESPONSIBLE 

PARTY 

DUE DATE 

Action Item 1: NACAA ED will discuss ideas with 

NTAA Project Director in next few weeks with 

possibilities. 

NTAA Staff March, 2020 

Action Item 2: ALA will reach out to NTAA on how to 

best to include that film during NTFAQ. 

NTAA Project 

Director 

March, 2020 

Action Item 3: Send Dave Rowson DERA letter on 

match recommendations. 

 

NTAA Project 

Director 

February 14, 

2020 

Action Item 4: Set up STAR call for EC members to 

discuss STAR priorities. Staff will set out doodle poll for 

discussing this with EC. 

NTAA Staff March 1, 

2020 

Action Item 5: Send out annual meeting agenda with 

bylaw vote ballot at least two weeks before the annual 

meeting. Ballot can be made similar to the formatting 

used in the 2017 ballot. 

NTAA Staff April 13, 

2020 

 

MEETING MINUTES 

NTAA EC IN-PERSON MEETING 

February 11 – 13, 2020 

Washington, D.C. | U.S. EPA Headquarters  
 

TUESDAY, February 11, 2020 Meeting Location: EPA Potomac Yards Office, 

2777 Crystal Dr., Arlington, VA 22202, Room S4340                                                      

 9:00  Discussion of NTAA EC meeting agenda and finalizing presentation for  

 next day. 

 

 11:30 Update from the TAMS Steering Committee, Vallen Cook Presenting: 

o Vallen discussed CREST network that is replacing TREX. 

o Virgil Masayesva Award: TAMS sent out letter requesting that award given 

during stand-alone event. 

o TAMC Center 25th anniversary coming up and plans will be discussed at 

next in-person on March 3. 

o Grant to fund TAMS is open and will be under review with funding 

announced in the summer. ITEP was only party on an informational call last 

week.  

o ITEP Code of Conduct for trainings was updated and approved.  

o Question about IAQ equipment. Not a clear response about what training is 

needed for equipment use.  

 

 12:00 Lunch break (back to lobby at 1:15pm for security screening) 

 



 

 

 1:30 Meeting with Miles Keogh and Karen Mongoven from the National 

 Association of Clean Air Agencies to discuss air quality work with 

 NTAA 

Miles discussed NACAA Committees including: 

Criteria pollutants and mobile sources committees (2 biggest committees) 

Permitting and modeling and emissions and modeling committees 

Air toxics, program funding, climate change, enforcement, resilience and sustainability, 

public outreach committees. 

 Exclusive about participation in committees to avoid conflicting comments. Not all 

committees are policy. Have been opening up committees, especially public outreach 

committee. Proposing to work to find out mechanism for participating in committees.  

 

NACAA leaders provided advice on Air office leadership with Anne Idsal as opposed 

to Bill Wehrum: 

 

NACAA leaders discussed EPA’s proposed rules including: 

Cost/benefit rule: Being worked on by June 1. It will need expedited review by OMB, 

compressed comments schedule, and then OMB compressed review on final. Some pushes 

in right direction, industry may say do not rush conceptual changes. So it may miss the 

June 1 deadline, but may be carried across the election. This one changes the threshold for 

“is this worth it” ness of a rule. Do not move a rule forward unless benefits exceed costs by 

significant threshold. Problem in air toxics, because it costs a lot to do air toxics without 

big economic benefit to many people, but big economic benefit to some people.] OMB has 

own guidance about cost/benefit that applies to all federal govt; this would make Air in its 

own bucket (arbitrary and capricious).  

 

Rule changes still in process: 

 SAFE rule part 2 

 MATS  

 Science and Transparency 

 

SAFE Vehicle Rule: NACAA probably going to have times where caught in conflict with 

members re SAFE rule. Difficult position on what to say. Will provide some info, but will 

be cautious to not be on one side or other.  

No more opportunities to comment on part 2, but will be sued based on numbers in the 

proposal.  

 

Cleaner Trucks Initiative (CTI): generally positive. Experience is that count on EPA to 

not fully focus on reducing emissions and clean air. Might go lower than technically 

feasible, cost effective, etc. Need EPA to set sufficiently protective standard. Don’t rush 

ANPR or NPRM. Take full range of comments.  

 



 

 

Council on Environmental Quality Proposed NEPA Update (CEQ/NEPA): Not from 

CAA so a bit outside mission so likely not commenting.  

 

Air permitting resources: https://www.4cleanairpermitting.org/ 

Password protected database that NACAA has created with three pools of resources: 

1) Forms, checklists etc. used in permitting processes 

2) Trainings by state and local agencies to staff to do permitting 

3) Resources for engaging the public, so public’s interaction in permitting process is 

effective 

 

Speaking with appropriators: aligned message that still operating on old budgets, should 

increase $ to shift $ to pockets of constituents. Otherwise, job growth and economics are 

stunted in your district. Additional work is being paid for by constituents, shift that to 

being paid for by federal govt.  

 Use inflation adjustment, compounded.  Agreement that NTAA/NACAA can work 

together to develop messaging. 

 

NACAA leaders provided advice to NTAA EC members for meetings with EPA 

leadership.  

 

NACAA leaders discussed the possibility of joining monthly EC calls for quick 

updates to NTAA. Long term goal: NACAA members recognize to call tribes to work 

together.  

NACAA: talking to officers at end of week, will raise this conversation to do something 

structured not just ad hoc. . (ACTION ITEM) NACAA ED will discuss ideas with 

NTAA Project Director in next few weeks with possibilities.  

 

 4:00 Meeting with Laura Kate Bender and Elizabeth Mueller from 

American Lung Association 

 

Ms. Bender and Ms. Mueller discussed ALA’s policy priorities. Tuesday March 31 will be 

sharing a documentary on the 50th Anniversary of CAA, have offered to show it at 

NTFAQ. As part of that roll out, recommendation for inclusion of tribes in 1990 

amendments. (ACTION ITEM) ALA will reach out to NTAA on how to best to include 

that film during NTFAQ.  

 5:00 Adjourn 

 

WEDNESDAY, February 12, 2020  Meeting Location:  US EPA HQ Office 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave. Clinton North Room 1332 

 EC members who wish to listen in can call into NTAA’s line at 1-800-309-2350 

and use code 928-523-0526#  

 10:00 NTAA Discussions with EPA Leadership.  

https://www.4cleanairpermitting.org/


 

 

Meeting Goal: NTAA will provide EPA leadership with briefings of NTAA air 

quality and climate change priorities for Tribal Air Programs then open the 

meeting to discussion items listed below. 

EPA Office heads join meeting via phone or in person including:   

 

o 10:00 – 10:30 OAR:   Anne Idsal, Principal Deputy Assistant  

    Administrator and Betsy Shaw, Deputy  

    Assistant Administrator   

   Topics for discussion: EC will provide a short  

   presentation on Tribal Air Program Funding; discuss

   NTAA’s perspective on EPA’s regulatory agenda,  

   Climate Change, TAS, and Aging Air Quality  

   Monitors      

 

Ms. Idsal spoke from prepared remarks: as RA in R6, visited Tribes/pueblos, that time 

was helpful in understanding and appreciating differences, each individual and distinct, 

sovereign, incumbent on EPA to understand that and honor trust relationship. Other side of 

coin: presents unique challenges: unique ideas on how to solve air challenges. CAA allows 

for some flexibility but not always enough. Made many gains in AQ, but now need to get 

more creative (funding, solution-based approaches) to accommodate unique situations. 

Balance (EPA, unique needs, CAA, etc.) is important. Improving AQ for all Americans, 

human health across country. 

 

OAR’s Priorities:  

 move non-attainment into attainment based on data, across all 6 criteria pollutants; 

keep attainment in attainment 

 work with you to lean out processes (GAP, grant programs); communicate and 

solicit information but avoid duplication, does not drag out over time with 

burdensome reporting, inventory; find better ways to report info to shrink time 

from 3-4 weeks down to 2. 

 Maintain staff capacity, institutional knowledge of EPA 

 

From discussion: 

Ms. Toft: Don’t make it SO lean, SO fast. 

Mr. Parada: Don’t make it easier for waivers to be acquired by entities to 

achieve attainment; don’t cut tribes short in hoping they will fund own 

programs, need to be willing to share data with EPA 

 

o 10:45 – 12:00 OAQPS:  Anna Wood, Director, Outreach   

    Information Division (Holly Wilson, Laura 

    McKelvey and James Payne) 



 

 

   Topics for Discussion: Succession Planning within  

   OAQPS, Scheduling regular meetings with NTAA,   

   Training for Tribes, Rulemaking Notices to Tribes 

 

Laura McKelvey introduced Anna Wood.  

 Ms. Wood knows about air quality from previous work. She talked about priorities. 

In addition, is excited to work with NTAA in the future.  

 Work with Tribes, EJ communities and small businesses. We need to transition 

with Laura McKelvey leaving.  

 Knowledge management is bigger issue with EPA and Laura has crafted a plan to 

do a year of overlap…3 folks rotating through and will compete for Laura’s position. She 

has thought about what specific things they should know.  

 Ms. McKelvey: been working on this for several years. As a group, we are building 

a program that is not just one person but as a team.  

 Ms. Wood: LEAN process for all OAQPS divisions. How to engage in right way 

with timing so tribes have heads up to respond. Make sure OAQPS steps are clear and 

point of contacts are made to work to engage early…. 

 Peter Tsirigotis could not be here and sends his regrets about not being here. He 

wants to see OAQPS integrated across the board and this LEAN process will help with that 

internally and externally with Tribes.  

 We can’t forget about small businesses and we are working on that as well as part 

of overall work. The NTAA Chairman asked for more details about this. 

 Ms. Wood: We are under CAA obligations to work with small businesses. We get 

into processes to inform them region by region and work with staff to engage. $10 million 

available to do this work. If EPA does a rule and look at practical impacts to businesses, 

look to regional staff that are liaisons with businesses in state. For example, auto body 

shops for emissions rule…get information out there on that to those businesses.  

 NTAA Project Director brought up trust issues with EPA and tribes. Did OAPQS 

address this with Ms. McKelvey leaving who really has trust? 

 Yes, Ms. McKelvey has a group process and Ms. Wood mentioned that we can call 

her anytime and to build trust one interaction at a time. 

 Mr. Payne: within EPA, “call Laura” now that is gone. Laura has heart and 

dedication that was clear. One thing to change is internally and externally…no longer can 

“just call Laura” now need to say, “Call OGC team.” Team can provide it collectively. 

Trust building will happen and a learning curve for us to navigate together.  

 NTAA Chairman: this can also be a crutch…we talk to rulemaker and need to have 

them talk about how this will impact Indian country…they depend on Laura to do that if 

they don’t speak up…ideally we can get stronger together. 

 Ms. McKelvey: OAPQS staff will be assigned to rule making group so they are part 

of the process to help them up front 

 

o 12:00 – 1:00 Lunch Break  Delivered  from Potbellies (menu here)    

 

http://places.singleplatform.com/potbellys-6/menu?ref=google


 

 

o 1:00 – 1:30 OTAQ:  Sarah Dunham, (Sarah Sullivant) 

                                    Topics for Discussion: Clean Trucks rule and DERA 

Introduced by Craig Kreman, NTAA lead for the NTAA Mobile Sources 

Work Group. Ms. Dunham mentioned that she has been in office around six 

months, switched seats with Chris Grundler (OAP) last summer. She then 

discussed several issues.  

 

Diesel Emission Reduction Act (DERA):  

 Acknowledging concerns and offered thanks for letter recently submitted. There 

were six requests in NTAA’s letter. The level of specificity and information is very 

helpful. 

 Number of things based on letter where changes in 2020 RFA process can be made, 

can’t do all of it, or even assess all in time for 2020; much will fold into 2021 RFA. 

 Timing: open April 3 until July 9. 

 FY18-19, 8 awards (two in R9, six in R10). Three included Round 2 VW funds. 

 Green Transportation Summit & Exposition. Engagement with NTAA and Tribes.  

Cleaner Trucks Initiative (CTI): 

 Priority for Administrator Wheeler, Dunham and EPA 

 Launched November 2018. 

 First formal step in regulatory process (ANPR) in January; not formal proposal. 

Opportunity to share publicly what the thinking is, different aspects of program for 

foundation of rulemaking. Not just a program where turning one dial to reduce 

NOx from engines: complicated and extensive rulemaking. Comment period 

ending Feb 20; still considering extension. First step, but critical step; eager to get 

to next step. May/June time frame for next step. 

o NTAA EC members asked questions including what is concern to hurry? 

Ms. Dunham replied that there is a significant opportunity to reduce 

emissions, improve public health, last update was 20 years ago; past time to 

update. Eager to move forward, but also want to give enough time and get 

best available info (balance).  

o There will be additional time to comment when EPA opens the Notice for 

Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM). 

 

VW: 

 3rd funding cycle, over $16.5m eligible 

 

Airport Lead: 

 Assessments/reports. Marion Hoyer spoke with NTAA Mobile Sources work 

group. 

 Good analysis to advance information about lead emissions from aircraft. Hope to 

release reports very soon. 



 

 

 Acknowledging request for tribal lands overlay 

 

Ports Inventory method update: 

 Draft technical document to help ports develop high quality port and goods related 

inventories 

 

 There was an open discussion with the NTAA Chairman discussing a lack of 

knowledge for Tribes on mobile sources and there is a desire more input from 

OTAQ. Ms. Dunham responded that the NTAA Mobile Sources work group has 

been helpful way to provide input. 

 The NTAA Project Director suggested that EPA look at updating several rules and 

grants based on the 2010 census data as 2020 will see an update to the Census. 

 

o 1:45 – 2:15 OAP:   Rona Birnbaum, Chief, Climate Science  

    and Impacts Branch, Climate Change  

    Division, Rick Haeuber, Chief, Assessment 

    and Communications Branch, Clean Air  

    Markets Division, OAP (Erica Bollerud)   

   Topics for Discussion: Climate Change impacts on  

   Tribes, monitoring, CASNET Update 

CASTNET: (Haeuber) 

 Keep funding coming to network, keep it up and running. (Top priority). Funded 

and managed by EPA + BLM. Tribal sites provide operators. 

 Added small footprint site with Nez Perce from 105 funds in R10 

 Flat budget last 10 years. 

 Alternative funding streams: direct with regions. 

 Started quarterly call. Feedback?  

 National atmospheric deposition program: place to meet, discuss tribal issues, 

meeting needs. 

o Could Set up NADP site in tribal areas, less expensive than CASTNET site. 

Way to be in monitoring game with less funds. 

o Trying to bring in new partners 

 

Ms. Kriebs: concern about data not being collected because of lack of 

funds, many holes leads to data sets not being true picture; jet stream 

transporting pollution to AK, CA; not following jet stream to ensure good 

data collection 

 Tribes play crucial role in filling gaps; critical, as is relationship with tribes 

NTAA asked for suggestions on how to move forward to get more funding. 

 

Climate Change: (Birnbaum) 



 

 

 Knows NTAA has participated, emphasizing importance of continued 

engagement 

 There is a chapter of the Fourth National Climate Assessment (NCA4) that is 

dedicated to Tribes. 

 There was a health assessment completed in 2016 

 Science growing, measurements and observations in assessments; climate 

indicators in website (NASA, NOAA, EPA, USGS, etc. long term monitoring 

of global and national and impact indicators). Tools in general have advanced, 

greater capacity to downscale, leverage info to inform analyses, resiliency 

planning 

 OAP: long history. Look to populations being impacted. Historically focused 

on children but EPA knows that Tribes on frontlines. 

 Look for opportunities for more engagement. Limited funds to focus on climate 

and health adaptation. 

 

 

o 2:30 – 3:15 ORIA:  Jon Edwards, ORIA Director (Dave  

Rowson, IED Director, Nate McMichael, IED 

 Manager) 

   Topics for Discussion: IAQ funding, how to build  

   better coordination between ORIA, and NTAA IAQ  

   WG and improving Radon grants for Tribes. 

 

Jon Edwards is sick and unavailable so Dave Rowson filled in and provided updates: 

 March 16th new ORIA Tribal Coordinator will start. Will be happy with person 

we hired for tribal coordinator full time.  

 In the news. New pres. budget out. Plan to operate on FY20 came out too and 

sent to congress. Same level of resources to deal with IAQ. Radon has been 

proposed to be cut and Congress restores but stagnate. Same thing this year. 

Acting AA has been supportive of our work so hope that non-regulatory work 

gets additional support within agency.  

Key issues discussed:  

 Radon grants: SRIG Program support has been through tech support at TAMS and 

funds to travel grants. Couple of shortfalls…not much funding and high match 

requirement. EPA has sought solutions for this but match issue is something Congress can 

fix. States have integrated additional funding sources that will take care of this but for 

tribes, need to figure out other solutions. More funding available. Congress has in SRIG 

funding has overturned proposals to eliminate funding but Congress tells EPA to prioritize 

funding on implementation things like building codes. Might help to engage with Congress 

on this. Other funding is needed. 

 



 

 

 Annual report on radon grant funds sent to congress and available to them to show 

outcomes from funding. This helps maintain support. Success stories from Tribes is 

helpful. Would be helpful to have more stories from Tribes there…6 tribes got grants, 3 

submitted reports. (ACTION ITEM: Send Dave Rowson DERA letter on match 

recommendations) 

 

National Radon Action Plan: Side conversations with other federal agencies and NGO’s 

and it is slow going.  

 Got radon into international code and advance this to other coding agencies.  

 Mortgage finance industry getting aware of radon and will include that as part of 

loan process.  

 Working with HUD to advance radon testing and mitigation 

 

EPA provided a presentation on the Rad Responder Network…free to use and ORIA will 

provide presentation on the next EPA Air Policy Update Call. 

 

Mr. Rowson provided a written update on ORIA actions. 

Mr. Cling asked about radon funding restricted to training and equipment. He asked for 

funding to do a clearinghouse for all tribes around the country to access testing kits…this 

is not available now. This would help to meet requests from all over. Mr. Rowson 

responded that EPA had free test kits out of Vegas lab. This is an issue now for funding. 

Kansas State U. does support this now and they have reduced cost-testing kits…but it is 

nationwide. 

 

o 3:30 – 4:30 OITA:  Jane Nishida, Principal Deputy Assistant  

    Administrator (Felicia Wright)  

   Topics for Discussion: GAP Guidance, ANSCA, and 

   NTC proposed Budget numbers 

Jane Nishida could not attend due to other work required by the EPA Administrator, so 

OITA was represented by Felecia Wright, Andy Byrne and Lisa Berrios 

 Ms. Wright offered thanks and great opportunity for direct conversation.  

Scott Mason is new director and in Anchorage today and on the way to R9 conference 

today. He is a member of the Cherokee nation and from a university background. Getting 

him to know IC and getting information. 

 

GAP Guidance 

 Rebecca Roose helped get early engagement and several of us have gotten early 

input on this. Over 800 comments on this. Ranged from broad to specific and still looking 

at them. Not out yet and it is coming…not sure exact when but working with Scott and AA 

McIntosh as it is a priority…moving slowing to do it right. 

 Looking at best path forward on this. Scott Mason found an early interest in talking 

with tribes at RTOC meetings. He noticed that there is a big admin burden…bulky and 

long…looking at this and see how to reduce admin burden. Pursing national allocation 



 

 

formula. Not changing now. Wil asked why. Realized too much to take on now and angst 

about allocation of funding, so better to focus on guidance and if they get that right, can 

deal with allocation formulas. 

 Continue to work with NTC and workgroup there to deal with that…Ms. Berrios is 

helping with that. Also, talk with groups like NTAA. Another round of consultation 

coming after last one in 2018. Second round with draft guidance. Plenty of warning that it 

is coming.  

 Did not respond to each comment but overall response grouped comments into 

themes and provided summaries. 40 letters from tribal governments and responded 

individually. Just responded on process not specific comments.  

 Mr. Parada was concerned that this process is following what happened in 2013 

and do not want to repeat.  

 Ms. Berrios mentioned that comments would be addressed to once a product is 

finalized.  

 

EPA / Tribal Environmental Plans:  

Still loved by EPA and wanted to talk about advancements with them. Talked about 

TELF workshop. Cherlyn Atcitty providing help on that. Want to continue on helping 

tribes use ETEP’s. Still focusing on how to get all ETEP’s completed…want to reach 500 

ETEP’s this year. Seeing good ways of using ETEP’s…know that there are the good, bad 

and ugly and wanting to learn how regions are using them to be helpful. Taking these 

seriously in OITA and how best to utilize them. Working with regions and HQ offices as 

opportunity to learn about tribes. 

ETEP’s are bigger than just GAP. Felicia will be back tomorrow to discuss ETEP’s as 

agency-wide priority within EPA strategic plan.  

Mr. Childers mentioned EPA disjointed planning documents…ETEP’s capture real-life 

connections between EPA and tribe while other planning documents don’t really capture 

that. 

Ms. Toft mentioned issue with ETEP: She is working on it and laying out what we 

want, what is realistic, timeframes, etc. We get back from EPA a two-sentence response 

and not a full response. She is not getting same input. From regional offices. Good 

feedback for Ms. Wright to hear. Ms. Toft mentioned that this is coming from media 

divisions, not regional office. 

Ms. McKelvey mentioned that this could be staffing issue and training them to work 

with Tribes. Need to raise awareness about working with Tribes and ETEP’s are a vehicle 

to do that. Regional offices need tools to do this. Training is a tool to help this. 

Mr. Parada mentioned similar situation with Ms. Toft. Took 1.5 years to get letter of 

support. Tribes are being pushed on timelines for changes. The NTAA Chairman 

mentioned a similar story as well as Mr. Cling who also mentioned experience with second 

ETEP.  

Ms. Wright mentioned that EPA offices don’t always have info on systems on Tribes’ 

lands.  



 

 

Mr. Parada mentioned that tribe has water system and different EPA folks said to 

include and not to include it in the ETEP. EPA should work with Tribe to be clear on what 

is and what is not included in ETEP. 

Ms. Wright said maybe next year will have better process in place.  

 

Other topic: Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) 

 Mr. Byrne provided an update how OITA released guiding principles to consult 

with ANCSA. Consultation is open until April 14th. Been consulting since 2004 and 

internal process that is there by law. Adding transparency now and make it as appropriate 

as possible. 

 Back in 2000 EO signed on consultation…accountable process to develop 

regulatory actions. 2005 Congress passed approps act with requirements including 

consultation with ANSCA. Clear direction and GAO office asked EPA to come out with 

policy. EPA wants to do it right. Just had consultation in AK yesterday.  

 Guiding principles approach consultation based on tribal consultation but not 

totally similar. 

1. Highlight law that EPA is obligated to consult with ANSCA 

2. How to define threshold to trigger consultation with ANSCA 

3. EO defines threshold “direct impact” on ANSCA and/or significant direct cost 

on ANSCA. 

4. Recognize difference Fed. Govt. trust responsibility to tribes and what is 

needed for ANSCA…this would not be govt. to govt. 

5. Element of coordination with ANSCA  

6. Internal process outlined for consolation process when threshold is met.  

Trigger would be substantial effects. Tribes and ANSCA would follow same 

process to alert on when consultation is coming for rules, etc. 

7. Notification process would be similar but separate. Input collection process 

would be the same as well. 

Alaska has 229 tribes and 212 smaller corps and smaller set of 12 regional larger corps. 

Ms. McKelvey mentioned that this additional burden to rule writers in EPA. Need to look 

at what additional resources are needed to do this. Ms. Wright mentioned work group to 

start to look at internal tools needed to do this work. 

NTAA Chairman asked about enforcement. Ms. Wright discussed that this would be a 

good comment to provide. Region 1 Rep. mentioned that language should not be put in 

there that would erode Tribal sovereignty.  

NTC budget recommendation? Not aware of a final draft. NTAA’s copy was the first they 

had seen it. 

 

 5:00  Adjourn 



 

 

 

THURSDAY, February 13, 2019 Meeting Location: US EPA HQ Office 1200 

Pennsylvania Ave. Clinton North Room 1332                                                                 

 EC members who wish to listen in can call into NTAA’s line at 1-800-309-2350 

and use code 928-523-0526# 

 8:00 Meet in hotel lobby to taxi EPA office 

 

 9:00 – 9:30 OCFO:  Kathy Sedlak O’Brien, OPAA Director   

    Topics for Discussion: NPM Guidance discussion 

 

In meeting: 

Felicia Wright, AIEO 

Lisa Berrios, AIEO 

Robin Richardson, OCFO  

Joe Greenblatt OCFO 

Vanessna Simms Intergovernmental Office 

Holly Wilson, Intergovernmental Office 

Melissa Sadler, Intergovernmental Office 

Jessica Snyder, OAR 

Mark Vincent OAR 

 

On phone: 

Marvin Cling, NTAA R1 

Kathy O’Brien, OCFO 

 

Ms. Richardson: Discuss connection between Planning documents and budget 

 NPM key to implementing strategic plan. Current plan until 2022. Next one will 

start in the fall. Sets up goal and matrix. Pres. budget for 2021 released and tool to advance 

budget and plan will develop NPM. 2-year timeframe…22-23 is next.  

 Process for 22-23 starts in the spring coming up and will start to reach out to 

stakeholders to id priorities and interests to help develop NMP. Discussions happen at 

regional level. Guide our implementation as well. Grant work planning is before 

implementation.  

 

Ms. Wright: each EPA office has NPM but OITA has their own…one for international and 

one for tribal. 

 NMP for OITA highlight priorities for tribal programs and highlight GAP and 

Direct Implementation (in regions and HQ) then ETEP’s. ETEP’s are key piece to pull all 

these planning documents together. 

 Goal two for OITA: Shared governance. ETEP and DI are part of that. These are 

folded into ETEP. ETEP’s then connect regions and each tribe with shared priorities in 

workplan and budget. We connect the dots with national program with local work. OITA 

guidance recognizes that there is a lot we don’t cover. We cover trust responsibility and 



 

 

sovereignty but don’t cover details like CAA 105 grants or air work….OAR covers that. 

One thing we are looking at is to see how our guidances can work with other offices to 

make it better.  

 

NTAA Chairman: This is confusing: We are in odd year right now. Second year of 2021 

guidance but this summer will be looking at next two-year process.  

 

Ms. O’Brien: Long-term plan for admin is 4 years. Funded priorities are set after congress  

Multiyear vs. yearly approaches…we try to make adjustments between budget and what 

we actually get. National messaging on priorities are supported by planning 

documents…flow on chart discussed. 

 

Ms. Wright: When we go out for Strategic plan, EPA seeks input…what should be in 

there? It is driven by administration. When it gets to NPM, we narrow down to issues. 

ETEPs after NPM guidance, tribal priorities  

 

Ms. O’Brien: on the ground work and focus on that so that we can see what  

Andy asked about specific priority; IAQ. Tribes and states asked about admin burden 

being reduced. Supported by grants. 

 

NTAA Chairman: shared with EC, what can we accomplish on the ground? 30k ft level, 

we are not worried about EPA planning but focused on work on the ground. But as NTAA 

chair, I have seen importance of this planning effort.  

 Regional level has contacts but national office level folks are not 

connected…Eastern seaboard folks are not connected to folks on the ground. Inherent flaw 

is that OITA does not get into cross media weeds…but tribal staff is there in the weed. It 

would help Tribes if EPA can help understand complexities between different media work 

and EPA offices. 

 ETEP’s are multi-media and strategic planning is that too, but OITA is not multi-

media.  

 EPA’s plans are moving targets…ETEP’s are 5 year-time frames but EPA plans 

can change 2-3 times within that ETEP time frame. Does not match up. 

 

Ms. Wright: Those are helpful comments. Would like to brainstorm on how to better 

connect and coordinate with each program office, but would help to highlight priorities 

that mulit-media work shows…helps you see see where connections are so you don’t have 

to read 5 different NPM guidances… 

 

NTAA Chairman:  Challenge for most tribes is that they are reliant on GAP….they are 

not dealing with Direct Implementation (DI). EPA can make policy decisions to help with 

GAP funding….multi-media enforcement issues are not easy for GAP. DI is tough for 

tribes to do with GAP. 

 



 

 

Mr. Parada: funds can be useful but restricted uses so creates a burden. Direct 

Implementation Cooperative Agreement… 

 

NTAA Chairman: GAP funding has PO’s making decisions on program work that is not 

their expertise in other media…when looking at ETEP development, need to have staff 

support in other media to help develop good plans… 

 

Ms. Wright: good point and we are aware of that. 

 

Ms. Toft asked about other stakeholders….tribes and states…who else comments? ECOS, 

and sometimes members of the public.  

 

Mr. Ashley described how his tribe submitted comments. Waste of time b/c response was 

that pres. bud would be followed. 

 

Ms. Robinson: If comments are granular, hard to get in national context but can work with 

NTOC and RTOC’s to better understand comments. We have conference calls during 

public comment period but don’t have a lot of participation.  

 

Ms. O’Brien: focus is on the ground. If we can understand that, then we can leverage 

ETEP’s and grants to help make it more relevant. 

 

Ms. Toft: if EPA sends a letter to Tribal Chairman, like sending a letter to Trump. Folks 

who need to see it won’t see it. Need to find tribal contacts within tribe. That will help. 

 

NTAA Chairman: You need to get out into Indian Country. Need to get out there to see 

what is happening.  

 

Ms. Toft: If you want to get to tribes and want input, need to go to NTFAQ. That would 

help meet with people. 

 

Ms. Wright: I have gotten great input and this is helpful. We can show improvements with 

discussions like this. Wealth of professionalism here and you can see what is needed. 

 

M.s O’Brien: thanks for all the great feedback. We know we need to do something 

different and working to discuss changes on how we can engage with tribes on NPM 

guidances. If there are efforts with Tribes we can improve, want to do that. 

We recognize we have not been as effective in working with tribes on NPM guidances and 

are working to improve this process.  

 

Invitations were made to join RTOC meetings, EPA Policy calls and 2020 NTFAQ. 

 

 



 

 

 9:45 – 10:15  OEJ:    Matthew Tejada, OEJ Director  

    Topics for Discussion: Specific Regional EJ Issues 

 

GAO recommendations on EJ came in, not just for EPA but for full federal government. 

EPA has been part of leadership of interagency work group (IWG) on EJ. The work of 

IWG: EO12898 and how well living up to mandate. 

A few recommendations for EJ:  

 Strategic planning 

 Metrics and measures of success 

o Creating accountability. Working on guidelines for strategic planning for 

the IWG. Developing frameworks for more consistent planning, including 

recommended guidelines for other federal agencies for their own EJ 

strategic plans. 

o Including EPA: have been operating under general strategic planning from 

October 2016, but has never been formally implemented or negated. 

However, pursuing the overarching goals: 

 Integration of EJ in measurable and meaningful ways (in regulatory 

programs) 

 Engagement with external co-regulators and stakeholders 

(integrating EJ on voluntary basis) 

 Designed webinars for things such as how to bring EJ into 

environmental review, etc.; providing examples of different 

approaches 

 Hiring training specialist 

 

Discussion of water and EJ. 

 Continue to engage with office; right now building program personnel, consistency; 

attempting to educate on what it means to engage with tribes, integrate EJ. Hold office 

accountability to tribes, communities. Advisory council on superfund, reuse of sites for 

local communities benefit. Looking to finalize September/October. Tribal perspective is 

central.  

 

 10:30 NTAA Work Plan Tasks  

1. Work Plan Review  

Cooperative agreement EPA and ITEP/NAU. Discussed budget line 

items and main work plan tasks.  Concerns expressed about low budget 

for staff, and being able to retain quality staff. Discussion around 

previous situation regarding Project Director’s time adjustment to 75% 

NTAA / 25% VW. This was a remedied situation; concerns remain 

around communication of decisions regarding use of funds for staffing. 

 Discussion on how steering committees are seated for various ITEP 

grants; difference with NTAA being members are elected by regions, 



 

 

not applications to ITEP/NAU. Circle back to work plan review: no 

significant changes have been made to the work plan. 

 

2. NTAA Budget Review 

Detailed budget summaries were sent to NTAA Treasurer as well as EC 

prior to the meeting. Have closeout grant for past 3 years, used no-cost 

extension for website. Will be submitting technical report next month 

for whole 3 years and will send to everyone since Mr. Hansen is 

stepping down. 

 

3. New NTAA Website Review (TABLED) 

 

4. Status of Tribal Air Report (STAR)  

Action Item: Set up STAR call for EC members to discuss STAR 

priorities. Staff will set out doodle poll for discussing this with EC. 

Once approved by the EC, a document will be emailed out to EPA 

TAC’s so all Tribes can be asked to submit stories.  

 

5. The National Tribal Forum on Air Quality (NTFAQ) 

The majority of funding from AIAQTP ($35,000), NTAA covers 

$18,000. EC members offered concerns about ITEP making decisions 

about setting fees for NTFAQ. Concerns about administration of 

NTFAQ, decisions that are made, and ITEP stating it is an ITEP event. 

 VM Award: funds need to come from donation. Need base amount 

of money to cover meeting rooms, etc. Sponsorship shown as 

ITEP/NTAA/host Tribe. ITEP Events Coordinator is talking to sponsors 

about opportunities. If discussion of VW, can use those funds for partial 

funding source. 

 Concerns about increased cost of registration preventing people 

from coming. Belief that mechanism is available for ITEP to increase 

contribution, much as a sponsor does. Since event is billed as ITEP 

event, feeling is that ITEP should be contributing direct funds. What is 

the framework for using budgeting use of those fees?  

 Tribes budget into work plan the amount registration fee has been in 

past; when increased, the increase was not budgeted for in work plan.  

There was a suggestion of reduced rate for NTAA member tribes.  

EC will write a letter to ITEP with recommendations. 

 Action item: Send out annual meeting agenda with bylaw vote 

ballot at least two weeks before the annual meeting. Ballot can be 

made similar to the formatting used in the 2017 ballot.  

 

6. Policy Work 



 

 

 Looked at NEPA CTI and NEPA letters. EC was joined by NTAA 

Policy Advisory Ian Fisher in person. Mr. Fisher discussed NEPA letter.  

 Action Item: Revise NEPA letter. Mr. Fisher will add, review by EC 

next week and will schedule a NEPA informational webinar.  

7. Planning for August EC meeting in Leech Lake (TABLED) 

 

 2:00 Conference Call with NTAA Member Tribes 

o  Tribes will call into: 1-800-309-2350 with code 928-523-0526# 

 Call Agenda: 

1. Welcome and Roll Call 

2. NTAA members on the call: Joe Painter, April Hathcoat, Jolene Teely, 

Kris Ray, Manny Gomez, Georgia Kriebs, Ernie Grooms and several 

others unable to identify.  

3. Summary of NTAA meetings in DC: 

Day 1:  

NACAA. Gave background on their work for last year, 13 committees. Enjoyed 

working with NTAA and committed to continuing going forward. They want to 

open up their outreach committee and resilience/sustainability work groups to a 

broader audience, invited NTAA. 

 

ALA. Tuesday March 31 will be sharing a documentary on the 50th Anniversary 

of CAA, have offered to show it at NTFAQ. As part of that roll out, 

recommendation for inclusion of tribes in 1990 amendments; will reach out to 

NTAA on how to best to include that film during NTFAQ. 

 

Day 2:  

Anne Idsal and Betty Shaw/OAR. Spoke about goals of OAR to deregulate and 

create guidance documents. Open and receptive to hearing NTAA concerns and 

priorities of tribes, addressed turnover and importance of relationships with 

tribes. One of Idsal’s goals is getting non-attainment to attainment and keep in 

attainment; NTAA brought up importance of staying with NAAQS protocols, 

not decreasing standard in order to get in attainment. Other goal: LEAN out 

process to make quicker processes; NTAA said appreciate process but to not 

lean down so much that comment periods are truncated, process is shortened. 

 

Sarah Dunham/OTAQ. NTAA gave update of mobile sources work group: 

DERA comment letter, CTI extension request, CTI letter development. 

 

Rick Haubeur/OAP and Rona Birnbaum/Climate Science Impacts. CASTNET 

infrastructure, outreach, recognize efforts of Indian Country in filling data gaps. 

Providing information to work groups.  

 



 

 

Dave Rowson/ORIA. Updates, handout of resources they have, including 

impact of wildfires on IAQ guidance. Needs of tribes include clean spaces, as 

well as improving air inside homes. www.Airnow.gov look for wildfire guide 

for information. Guidance on air cleaners and filters: don’t buy anything with 

ozone generation (can hurt lungs). National Radon Action Plan (NRAP): radon 

grants is match is congressionally mandated; however speak with TAC to see if 

there is a way to have a hardship waiver applied to eliminate match 

requirement; keep message going about radon. Looking at including 

requirement for testing for radon in 1) national building code and 2) for 

mortgage lending (related to lung cancer and paying loans).  Attempting to 

include radon topics at NTFAQ. Radiation protection office: tools created for 

emergency response include RADResponder.net, CDRNResponder.net, 

CHMResponder.net 

 Question about connection between building codes and HUD: these are 

guidances by EPA, not regulations.  

Tribal Liaison will be hired in March. ORIA offered a written update that will 

be forwarded onto members of the NTAA IAQ Work Group. 

 

Anna Woods/OAQPS. Announced retirement of Laura McKelvey. Three 

individuals identified: James Payne, Holly Wilson, and a third person. 

Organizationally on how maintaining tribal support, institutional knowledge. 

 

Felicia Wright/AIEO, OITA. Outreach to 215 corporations in AK due to EO of 

2000.  

 

Day 3: 

EPA’s OCFO and Robin Wilson at Office of Intergovernmental Relations How 

to make NPM Guidance and strategic planning guidance relative to tribes.  

 

Matt Tejada/OEJ. Challenges, GAO recommendations. Guidelines for strategic 

planning on annual basis, opportunity to provide those plans to stakeholders 

and agencies. NEJAC (?) council. 2016 plan to be completed by or during 

2020, regulatory planning, integrating EJ into state environmental programs to 

be designed and used for tribes. State offices are open to tribes, not all tribes 

may be open to that so training will be designed specifically for tribes. 

Engagement with office is encouraged.  

 

Reminder of Annual Meeting: 

NTFAQ May 27-29, Muscogee Creek Nation, Tulsa, OK River Spirit Casino. 

Annual meeting on Tuesday March 27, 11:30am lunch meeting. Will be 

holding vote on recent bylaw modifications to help clarify associate 

membership and ex-officio membership. Ballot will be sent with agenda a 

month before the meeting. 



 

 

 

Ongoing for NTFAQ; next is Feb 18, 1pm ET. Tighter time frame due to 

holiday. Scholarship and presentation information for NTFAQ is on the ITEP 

and NTAA websites. 

 

Request to assist work groups: 

Helpful to have member tribes on calls. IAQ, wood smoke, STAR, and mobile 

sources. STAR: also has budget analysis group (Feb 19 is next call 2pm ET). 

Changes to 2020 STAR to clarify priorities across the country.  

 Next IAQ call will go over healthy homes guides. 

Wood smoke participating in conference. 

 

Open forum: No comments 

 

 3:15 NTAA EC Tribal Caucus 

1. NTAA EC Officers Election Discussion 

 5:00 Adjourn  

 

 
 

NTAA Secretary approves 03/18/2020 

Carol Kriebs 
 


